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NUMBER 8

Profs Open Tomorrow Night Against Stetson
Old Rivals Meet

G.T.C. Presented

In 16th Game

On Television

Of Cage Series

Beginning Dec. 7
Plans for a monthly G.T.C.
television program on Station
WTOC-TV, Savannah, were announced this week by President
Zach S. Henderson.
First program in the series
is slated next Friday, December 7, at 3:30 p. m.
A faculty committee, headed
by Roy F. Powell, director of
public relations, is in charge of
the productions. The first show,
according to Mr. Powell, will
be a general introduction to the
college and will include a small
cast of students and faculty.
The television camera will
show the experiences of a typical G.T.C. freshman as he arrives on the campus for orientation at the beginning of fall
quarter.
A number of scenes have been
worked into the 30-minute program, but the most important
one, the committee chairman
said, presents the newly-arrived
freshman taking a Coke break
with their counselor. It is in
this scene that the interesting
aspects of campus social and
extra-curricular life are presented. A student committee
headed by Diana Bair is in
charge of the production of this
part of the program. Serving on
the committee with her are Mimi
Saba, DeWayne Dutton, Emory
Giles, Joyce Kirkland, Glenda
Smith, and Charlotte Owens.
Besides Mr. Powell, the
faculty faculty committee is
composed of Jack Averitt, Parish
Blitch, J. 1. Clements, Miss
Dorothy Few, Miss Bertha Freeman, Ed Godfrey, Dan Hooley,
Mrs. Miriam Moore, Miss Has*sie M. McElveen, Miss Marie
Wood, and Tully Pennington.
The programs will be scheduled monthly throughout the
rest of the school year in an
education series sponsored by
WTOC-TV.
Armstrong Junior College, the
Chatham County Schools, and
Savannah State College also
have regular programs in this
series.
Other G.T.C. programs will
be devoted to music, drama,
alumni, public forums, athletics,
and teacher education.
Scenes of the G.T.C. campus
will be shown on next Friday's
program.
!

Biology Class

Takes to Field
Tully Pennington's general
biology class, biology 103, has
taken two field trips this quarter
in connection with class-room
study. Last Tuesday the group
went to Lott's Creek, located
out Highway 301 south, and
prior to the Thanksgiving holidays they visited Field's Pond,
which is out 301 just past the
Rockwell plant.
Trees, plants, and birds native
to this part of the United States
and to this section of the state
were identified, and the characteristics of the various species
were noted. Mr. Pennington
pointed out the effect of climate
and soil on the vegetation, and
gave special attention to the
identifying
leaf
structure,
flowers, and berries, of the individual plants and trees.

By BOB POLLAK

This is the 1956-57 edition of the "Professors." They will make their debut Saturday night against the Stetson "Hatters" in the
G.T.C. gym. Reading from left to right, front row, they are, Assistant Coach J. I. Clements, Howard "Bo" Warren, Doug Corry,
Avery, *Garland "Hump" Campbell, Don Wallen, and athletic director and head coach, J. B. Scearce. Second row, Trainer
Miller, Howard Walls, Marvin Vanover, Franklin Rushing, Micky Wilson, Beldy Massey, and Manager Bobby Teasley. Third
Ralph Berryhill, Walker Cook, Ronnie Rush, Jim Long, Chester Curry, and Bob Belton. (*Deceased)

Classroom Building Delayed
Because of Incomplete Plans
Construction of G.T.C.'s proposed $600,000 classroom building will not begin until sometime after Christmas due to incomplete building plans for
schools throughout the state,
and because of current high interest rates on construction
bonds, it was revealed this week.
According to Dr. Zach S.
Henderson, president of this
college, plans have already been
completed and approved for
G.T.C.'s new structure; however,
plans for new building projects
on other campuses in the state
must also be approved before
the State Board of Regents can
give any one school the goahead.
A second factor cited by Dr.
Henderson was the present level
of interest rates on the school
bonds necessary to finance such
a job. Officials feel that it would
be unwise to sell bonds at the
present time because of the
large amount of additional
money that the school board
would be forced to pay out due
to this high level.
Designed to house the science,
home economics and business
departments, the new addition
will be part of an eight million
dollar building program set up
for institutions in the state unisystem.
A previous grant of twenty
million dollars by the state
finances over one million dollars
worth of construction on this
campus including the Lab
School at a cost of $356,890,
Cone Hall at $380,510, and the
new physical education building
which cost $319,293.
The new building at G.T.C.
is necessary to meet rising demands of a fast growing enrollment here.
Officials believe the current
bonds will be sold after Christmas.
VISITOR HERE
Dr. Gordon Brown, assistant
chancellor of the University
System, was on campus visiting
this week. He was in conference
with administration officials on
general university system plans.

S. C. Discusses
Possibility Of
Improving Store
Possibilities for improving the
Little Store were among topics
discussed at Monday night's
Student Council meeting.
Since the new student center
is not expected to materialize
for some time, the group is considering ways to obtain more
space in the present structure.
The heating problem of the store
was also brought up for thought.
No final decisions were reached.
Ways of bringing a big name
dance orchestra to G.T.C.'s
Home-coming celebration were
also discussed. Tentative plans
now call for sale of tickets to
defray costs if the musicians
can be brought here. The group
plans to meet with Dr. Zach S.
Hendesron to decide on the

BASKETBALL TICKETS
Because of the crowded
seating conditions for students
this season, Coach J. I.
Clements requests that all students who are bringing offcampus dates, and wish to sit
with them, buy tickets for
both themselves and their
dates and sit elsewhere in the
gym. This arrangement will
continue through the four
games before Christmas. The
conditions may be changed in
the winter quarter if a better
solution can be worked out.

new
Don
Jack
row,

Xmas Packages
And Gifts Should
Be Mailed Early
Christmas cards and gifts
should be mailed as soon as
possible, according to Z. L.
Strange, postmaster, to assure
safe and timely arrived before
Christmas. •

Patrons who wish to send
more personal messagesv along
with the gifts or cards will receive best results if they will
use the first class mail .If the
sender is known, the articles can
place for the dance sometime be forwarded or returned if they
soon.
do not reach their destination
Also brought up for future as desired.
consideration by the Council
Mr. Strange offers a few rules
were suggestions to dedicate the to follow when sending Christannual or some part of it to mas articles:
Bob Fuqua and "Humph" CampMail early, wrap parcels carebell; new ideas for the Honors fully, make addresses plain, add
Day program; and consideration
of the current rule that does not complete name and address to
allow a member of the Student all parcels, and attach a threeCouncil to succeed himself.
cent stamp to greeting cards.

First District RT.A. Meets Here
Future Teachers of America
Clubs from high school throughout the first district will participate in a Leadership Workshop on the campus of the
Georgia Teachers College on
Saturday, December 1, according to an announcement by
Albert Cornelison, president of
the Joe Carruth Chapter here
at G.T.C.
The workshop is being held
for high school principals, club
sponsors and officers to assist
them in this snowballing movement in our public schools which
holds more real promise for
overcoming the teacher shortage than any other development since the shortage began.
Mrs. S. C. Patterson, state
director of the Future Teachers and a member of the State

Department of Education will report on the large interest currently being felt throughout
Georgia in this movement. Under
the capable direction of Mrs.
Patterson, a former county
school superintendent in the
state, similar workshops are being conducted throughout Georgia.
Inspiration for greater emphasis on the Future Teachers
movement was provided last
year by the State Chamber of
Commerce which inaugurated a
ten point program aimed at this
vital need of the present generation. While the ultimate effect
of the movement can not be
foretold at this time, some impact is already being felt in
increased enrollments in teacher
education in all colleges in Georgia. The Georgia Teachers College had a 28 per cent increase

in enrollment last year and another 13 per cent rise in 1956.
The workshop will begin
promptly at 9 a. m. with registration. Following registration
the delegates will be welcomed
by President Zach S. Henderson
in a general session. Included
in this session will be a skit
on teaching prepared by the local chapter nomination of officers and an inspiring talk by
Mrs. Patterson.
Immediately following the
noon meal, the group will be
given a tour of our campus,
after which they will reassemble
for another general session.
In the afternoon session officers will be elected and installed, and a reporting session
on the morning discussion will
set the scene for the final address by Dr. J. D. Park on the
teaching profession.

The Georgia Teachers College
Professors will open their 195657 basketball season against
Stetson University on Saturday
night.
Three returning starters from
last year's squad will be in tomorrow night's lineup. They are:
co-captain, Don Wallen, Wheelwright, Ky.; ' co-chptain, Bo
Warren, Ludowici; and Doug
Corry, Union Pt.
Other members of this year's
team who will be vieing for
starting positions are: Don
Avery, Jim Long, Bob Belton,
Belty Massey, Chester Curry,
Jim Denney, Walker Cook,
Ralph Berryhill, Franklin Rushing, Howard Walls, Marvin Vanover, Mickey Wilson and Ronnie Rush.
Of course the loss of "Hump"
Campbell will hurt the Professors this coming season, however the team will still be in
the best possible spirits.
Coach Scearce appealed to the
student body last Monday with
the following statement, "We
need you." In other words, get
out and give your support to
this year's team.
MOVIE TONIGHT
"The McConnell Story" will
be shown Friday night at 7:30
p. m. in the McCroan Auditorium
as this week's movie.
Stars for the movie include
Alan Ladd, June Allison, and
James Whitmore.
Sponsored by the Student
Council, the movie will be
shown free of charge. Everyone
is invited to attend.

Nursery School
Students Learn
German Songs
By BETTY RAHN
The fifteen small students enrolled in nursery school on
G.T.C. campus have been very
busy under the direction of their
teacher, Miss Betsy Meadows.
They have been learning to sing
"Silent Night" and "Are You
Sleeping?" in German. They have'
also learned to use the German
language in little greetings and
counting to ten.
They have visited the band
room and are learning to distinguish the different musical
instruments. Christmas decorations are being made for their
Christmas tree. They are also
making Christmas gifts for their
parents.
A parents' meeting is held
every third Monday, night. At
the meeting November 19, Miss
Betsy Meadows, Miss Isabelle
Cabaniss, and Mrs. Cleo Millard
discussed the topic "What the
Nursery School, Kindergarten,
and First Grade Teacher Expect
to Accomplish with the Children
They Have Enrolled." Other
topics that will be discussed in
future meetings are: "Helping
Children's Eating Habits," "Howto Prevent Behavior Problems:
with
Children,"
"Children's
Fears," and "Art, Music, and
Science Activities for Young
Children."

Big Night Ahead...

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

by Dick Bibter

Saturday night is the big one. This is the
beginning of the 1956-57 basketball schedule.
Though this year starts with regret, all of us
are eagerly awaiting that first jump ball.

and

We have five members of the student body
on the floor representing G.T.C. They will be
playing basketball as never before. Behind them
will be weeks of practice under the^expert coaching of J. B. Scearce, practice that has only just
begun.

By LARRY HYDE
While in Walhalla, South
Carolina, during the holidays, I
ran across this low-calorie diet
which I think will be of some
help to some of the G.T.C. students. This diet comes highly
recommended by Oliver Obese,
former fat man with the circus.
MONDAY
Breakfast: Weak tea.
Lunch: One bouillon cube in
half cup diluted water.
Dinner: One pigeon thigh;
three ounces prune juice (gargle only).

Yes, there will be five men representing
G.T.C. on the court, but there should be 800
other representatives in the stands. These other
800 should not only be representing the college
in the best definition of good sportsmanship, but
backing the team to the hilt. The schedule has
some tough teams on it, but our boys are tough,
too. They will play twice as well when they
know that every student here is behind them.
Students can show their backing in every
way conceivable. The cheerleaders will need help
in getting those yells sounding all across the
gym. Words of encouragement and faith in their
ability will Ijelp before the game and thanks
afterwards for a good performance. Most of all,
the students can back the team in no better way
than by attending the game. There is a seat for
every student that will come. Students are not
turned away at the door because no seat is
available.

*it'S AU.RI0HLQS£N Wlt-SON-VTO SHOWING A MCM£."
f<y%<j{ej4ArX4y

MIL •^SFPT-feasar
SAG ^-^?

Let's all move toward the gym Saturday
night. Believe you me, there is a big night ahead.

In Memoriam

A shocking and tragic thing happened at
approximately 3:25 a. m. November 21. Two of
the most outstanding, popular, and capable students in the history of Georgia Teachers College
had their lives snuffed out in an airplane crash.
The untimely death of Bob Fuqua and Garland
"Hump" Campbell stunned this campus into
shocked disbelief.
It is times like this when mere words seem
useless. To write what one really feels at this
great loss is impossible. We are inarticulate,
words will not come. The realization that Bob
and "Hump" are with us no more does not come
easily.
Both of these boys were outstanding students. As past president of the F.B.L.A. and
the Veterans Club, Bob had made major contributions to campus life. He had been instrumental in advancing not only the activities of
these clubs but had contributed to and been active in all phases of campus life.
"Humpy" was one of the greatest forwards
in the history of G.T.C. basketball. He was not
only a star athlete but a good student. "Hump"
was this year's Vet Club president and had
started the club on the road to one of its most
successful years.
No school or society can lose two such outstanding individuals without feeling its effect.
We shall miss them.

Pride in Student Response...
Quite often members of the student body
do things quite out of the ordinary. Someone
has an idea of merit, puts it before the student
body, and it is received with wide approval and
backing. Such was the idea presented by Peter
O'Millian in chapel two weeks ago.
Sponsored by I.R.C., the idea to help Hungarians in their time of need was completely unselfish. Boxes are now in the dormitories for old
articles of clothing. Students are slowly but surely filling these boxes. Money has been collected
by several members of the club, and that amount
is also slowly but surely growing.
Most important of all, however, is the student response to such a suggestion. It would
be an understatement to say that every student
is aware of the situation. It would also be a
slur to suggest that any student is not doing
something to help. This is what makes G.T.C.
a campus of which to be proud. Everyone is
helping with no thought of personal glorification—just helping to be helping.
May the students here continue to act in
such a way.

Hyde

Dear Editor:
On behalf of the Art Club I
wish to express our sincere
thanks to the student body,
faculty, band, and the many
others, who by their interest
and help contributed so much
toward making our Starlight
Club Ball a success.
We hope the dance was as
enjoyable for all of you as it
was for the club members who
planned it.
Thanks again for your cooperation.
Sincerely,
MARTHA TINKER
Art Club President
Dear Editor:
Several hundreds of words
have been written and spoken
about the parking problem we
have on the campus with considerable emphasis on the lack
of adequate parking facilities. A
student-faculty committee has
been formed to study this problem and we are all eagerly
awaiting the recommendations
of that committee.
To my knowledge no word
has been spoken or written
about two equally serious problems existing on our campus:
the enforcement (or rather the
lack of enforcement) of the traffic laws and the pedestrial problem.
The pedestrial problem is a
serious one for two outstanding

reasons which make driving and
walking a hazard:
1. There are no adequate
walkways for the use of
pedestrians on the back campus
where most of the activity takes
place.
2. Partly because of the lack
of proper walks, pedestrians
are forced into the roads. For
some unknown reason this
seems to be the favorite practime of the pedestrians and a
favorite place to meet and pass
the time of day, and they feel
that they have an inherent right
in the roads and regard the automobile as the interloper.
Have you, as a motorist, ever
tried to navigate the area between the old gym and the
music building between the
hours of 11:30 a. m. and 12:30
p. m.? It is nigh impossible
with the members of the student
body sprawled out all over the
sidewalk and road. This area
will hardly accommodate two
vehicles passing each other
under the best of conditions; but
with the student body lined up
there, it is all but impassible
because of the double and sometimes triple tfne extending into
the street. The absolute refusal
of students to move for vehicles creates a dangerous situation for both motorist and
pedestrian.
The second and equally as
hazardous situation is the disregard of motorists for the
speed limit as posted and even
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TUESDAY
Breakfast: Scraped crumbs
from burnt toast.
Lunch: One doughnut hole
(without sugar).
Dinner: Two jellyfish skins;
one glass dehyrdated water.
WEDNESDAY
Breakfast: Shredded eggshell
skins.
Lunch: Belly-button from a
naval orange.
Dinner: Three eyes from Irish
potato (diced).
THURSDAY
Breakfast: Boiled-out stains
from table cloth.
Lunch: One-half dozen poppy
seeds.
Dinner: Bees Knees and Mosquito knuckles (sauteed with
vinegar).
FRIDAY
Breakfast: Two lobster antennae.
Lunch: One gruppy fin.
Dinner: Jellyfish vertebrae a
la bookbinder.
SATURDAY
Breakfast: Four chopped banana seeds.
Lunch: Boiled butterfly liver.
Dinner: Fillet of soft shell
crab claw.
SUNDAY

Seek

Breakfast: Pickled hummingbird tongue.
Lunch: Prime rib of tadpole;
aroma of empty custard pie
plate.
Dinner: Tossed paprika and
clover leaf salad.
The late Oliver Obese passed
away one week from the day he
began this strict diet. His last
remarks were: "It's not so bad
once you get used to not
eating."
—American Medical Journal
* * *
Army troops were being
trained for a secret mission.
They were given an extremely
tough obstacle course that consisted of swimming across a
raging river, running up a vertical cliff, scrambling through
barbed wire entanglements and
climbing a peak with full equipment.
As they came to the end of
their training period, a colonel
barked to an Harlan, Ky. boy in
the company, "How do you like
it, soldier?"
"Shucks, suh, it ain't nothing,"
drawled the soldier. "Where I
come from we have to go
through country like this to get
to the out-house!"
* * *
When the editor of a small
town newspaper was hard
pressed for material with which
to fill his columns one week, he
ran the Ten Commandments
without editorial comment. Soon
after he received a letter from
a reader who said, "Cancel my
subscription. You're getting too
personal!"
* * *
The kind of man who doesn't
know the meaning of the word
fear is usually the kind who
doesn't know the meaning of
many other words, either.

Little Smokey Sez:
By BOB MITCHELL
more important the Prima Facia
speed limit. If it were only the
student drivers who were at
fault, the solution would be
reasonably simple—permit no
student vehicle to be moved
between the hours of 8 a. m.
and 3:30 p. m. This is not the
case, however, and some of our
worst offenders are members of
the faculty, trades people, and
visitors on the campus—even,
the Statesboro and Bulloch
County Police Departments.
If the student-faculty committe would consider the following recommendations, and
above all, if each and every
one of us on the campus would
be a "policeman," policing ourselves when we walk or drive
on the campus, a .greater part of
the existing situations wou'd he
relieved.
1. Replace all worn and defaced speed limit signs with new
ones and add several more.
2. A study be made to improve the walkways for pedestrians.
3. A self-policing action for
motorists and pedestrianf;. If
this does not work, then the
formation of a student-faculty.
police force under the administration of a student-faculty
board, with the authority to restrict vehicles from the campus;
to suspend driving privileges on
the campus and/or to impose
fines or other appropriate punishments on offenders. This provision should apply to motorists
as well as to "jay-walking"
pedestrians, to faculty, students,
and visitors on the campus, with
no partiality being shown to
anyone.
With the earnest and wholehearted.cooperation of each person, .. we can make Georgia
Teachers College a safer place
to walk and drive. Set an example of "Safe Driving and
Walking Practices" for surrounding communities.
—Raymond C. Marves

Condemnation without justification. All through the history
of the world, men have been
condemned without trial. They
were accused of witchcraft,
heresy, and other things which
alienated those in power and
were executed without benefit
of a trial. In a sense, we the
people of Georgia are a power.
The voters of our state have the
right and power to elect our
representatives to the Federal
Congress. We exercised that
right in November by electing
Herman Talmadge to the United
States Senate. Mr. Talmadge has
not taken office as yet. but already he is being assailed by
many of the people. Isn't this
condemning a man before he has
had a chance to prove himself.
They laughed at the Wright
brothers and said they were
show-offs, but they went on to
pioneer a great service to mankind.
I am not saying that Mr. Talmadge will be a great service, to
mankind, I am saying that the
least we can do is to give him
the chance to prove himself before we denounce him as a cheap
politician. Of course, there are
some who will say, "Look at
his record as governor." "What
did he do?" It may be that he
was not the greatest governor
we ever had, but being a
Senator is quite different from
being a governor. I like to think
of the professor who gave a
person a F on a test before he
had even taken it. His reason,
"I knew you would fail anyway
so I went ahead and gave you
the F." Now I ask you, "Was
that fair?" I think you will agree
that it was not. Thinking along
that same line, is it fair to condemn our Senator-elect before
he has had a chance to prove
himself an able representative
or an ass.
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Inquiring
Reporter
By Dillard Maxwell
Today there is a great need
for foreign language to help the
people of the United States
understand the culture as well
as political life of other countries. About two years ago two
foreign languages were introduced here at Georgia Teachers
College and since that time the
students interest in language
has grown tremendously. Two
quarters of French or German
is required for the A. B. degree
offered here
land the num*ber of people
getting A. B.
degrees are
small. Recently the college
changed the
| programs s o
it h a t foreign
slanguage may
be taken as a
restricted elective and this
changed helped the classes to
grow in number. French 101,
which is offered this winter
quarter has over thirty students
enrolled, almost double the
amount from any other quarter.
The teaching of foreign language
in elementary schools is getting
popular these days. At Marvin
Pittman School, French is
taught to the sixth while German
is taught to the fifth grade. The
elementary students take a
great interest in the language
and seldom miss a class; the
classes are on a voluntary basis.
Education 420 (Method of
Teaching Foreign Language)
was offered for the first time
here during the summer school
sessions. I had the privilege of
being in this class which was
a great success. The French and
German Clubs here put on assembly programs quite often.
On December 3, the Germaan
Club joins the Music Club in
putting on a program devoted to
Mozart. The suggested topic for
the poll this week came from
the French class and I have
asked the students of the French
and German classes to give replies to this question: "Do you
feel that taking a foreign language has increased your understanding of other countries as
concerns, culture, political life
and viewpoints?"
CHARLOTTE BLITCH—I believe after studying French for
two quarters that I have a better understanding of the French
people and their culture as a
whole. I think that much emphasis should be put on this
phase of study because in our
small world of today it is so
necessary to attempt to understand our neighbors.
ALLEN ROGERS—I feel that
taking a foreign language
broadens your knowledge of
other countries plus giving the
student a better understanding
of his own language. I also
think all students should be required to take at least two
quarters of foreign language at
college.
LINDA ROWELL — Taking
French has helped me to understand and appreciate the country
and people of France more.
FRED FAGNANT—In studying a foreign language you gain
an understanding of the life and
likes of people in another section of the world. You can better understand their viewpoints
on world situations by seeing
the development of their culture and history. It is a worthwhile experience for any student to learn about other peonies' problems and to learn to
live with them.
JOYCE KIRK^AND — Right
now I'm taking German—
second course. I have studied
foreign languages a long time.
Besides the fact that I'm considering foreign languages as a
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Masquers' Play
Highly Praised
By EMORY GILES
(Editor's Note: This is one of
two reviews of the Masquers'
recent production of Tennessee
Williams' drama, "Summer and
Smoke." Also see second story
by Jane Williams on page eight
of this edition.)
Tennessee Williams' play,
"Summer and Smoke," was superbly presented by the Masquers Tuesday and Wednesday
nights in McCroan Auditorium.
Miss Dorothy Few, the director, outdid herself in casting the
play. Every member of the cast
was perfectly suited to his role.
Even the minor characters were
well chosen, and they really
lived their parts. Miss Few is
to be commended for such a fine
job.
Diana Bair as the leading
lady, Alma, was superior. The
frequent changes of costume and
stage didn't seem to affect her
at all. With the great acting
abilitv she has, she carried her
character throughout the plav,
never faltering even- when she
was forced to ad-lib. Diana is
certainly worthy of praise.
Mike Lowrey as John, the
wild young doctor, did ' a fine
job himself. He. too. kept his
character throughout the play.
His quick changes of emotion
were excellent. He verv elegantlv portrayed the change in
character of the roving, young
doctor.
The supporting cast did a
magnificent job of portraying
the minor characters which are
so vital and important to the
play. Even the child actors were
excellent. The whole supporting
cast held their character at all
times, and they should be highly praised for the fine job they
did in supporting the leads.
The lightening was beautifully
done. The difficulty in lighting
parts of the stage and darkening
others was overcome, and the
effect was inspiring and enlightening.
The staging, too, was excellent. The three different scenes
on one stage was hard to do,
but the construction crew did a
magnificent job.
The sound effects played a
vital part in the play, and
Jennie Fay Morgan and her crew
should be commended for doing
such a fine job.
Costuming and make-up were
superior.. All of the costumes
fit the time, setting, and the
individual character of the persons who wore them. Yet, they
were not so outstanding as to
detract from the acting of the
cast, which is commendable to
the costume committee.
The play was enjoyable. Those
who didn't see it missed a great
tragic episode of life which was
very realistic. The Masquers
have done it 'again!
career, the study has helped
me a great deal in learning my
own native tongue. Latin helped
my spelling, and French my pronunciation. The minute details
involved in learning &. strange
way of speaking is also a good
mind sharpener. If I were an advisor, I would suggest that
everyone become familiar with
at least one foreign language.
This, to me, would complete and
polish up an education.
A. R. ROWELL—I suppose
everyone has his own reasons
for studying foreign languages.
As for me, I can only think of
two major reasons why I want
to learn French. I had a long
visit in French Morocco. I never
could understand what those
Frenchmen were trying so hard
(hands and all) to get across to
me, so I got curious and I'm
still trying to understand by
studying French here at G.T.C.
I chose to take French simply
for curiosity. I'd just like to be
able to read, write, and speak
it.

KITTY WINGATE, George-Anne Girl of the Week, is the young
lady whom you may not know by name but always see with a
smile on her face in President Henderson's office. Kitty, a major
in elementary education, came back from the Thanksgiving holidays with a sparkler on the third finger of her left hand and dealt
a blow to the male faction on the G.T.C. campus. Kitty hails
from Sylvester, but has also made herself well liked by all who
know her here.

Hydes' Peek Show Activity In
Masquers' Bullpen Backstage
By LARRY HYDE
I am sitting backstage in McCroan Auditorium; minutes before the curtain goes up for the
Masquers' production of Tennesee Williams' "Summer and
Smoke."
While Jane Williams is sitting
out front, ready to view the
play from the viewpoint of the
audience, I will stay backstage
and give you a bird's-eye view
of what happens behind the
scenes during the play.
Finishing touches are being
added at the make-up table by
Ellen Blizzard. Lynell Bailey is
standing by the door waiting
for Marion Porter to come out
so she can finish dressing him.
Johnny Homick is trying to
talk Robert Gore into taking
his picture. It looks as if he
may succeed.
Bob Allen is pacing the floor
as if he were outside the maternity ward.
Here comes Molly Williams
with a shoe in one hand and a
bottle of champagne (???) in
the other ... strange things are
happening tonight .
Ellen Sumner must be having
trouble with her make-up. She's
been standing in front of the
mirror for fifteen minutes.
Molly has just given Marion
his first (???) .drink out of a
cream pitcher. Mike Lowery
seems to think Carnation milk
will make a better chaser.
Miss Bonnie Hamilton is now
in the make-up chair.
Miss Few is now making her
last-minute "pep" talk to the
cast. It won't be long now ...
The curtain is up and "Summer and Smoke" is underway.
Bob has finally decided to sit
and rest for a while ... Molly is
over in the corner ... Ric Mandes has suddenly started pacing
the floor ... Glenda Smith is
trying to look calm, but you
can tell she is nervous.
Sylvia Gurganus, of all people, is reading William Shakespeare, of all things.
The first sound of applause
brings everyone to life.
Master Homick and Miss
Hamilton has just come off
stage; they seem to be the only
calm ones here tonight.
Bob Allen has turned make-up
man. He is applying last-minute
make-up to Bill Sanders. Ellen
Sumner has decided this would
be a good time for her to read

her literature.
Most everyone has moved out
behind the set. Mimi Saba takes
three deep breaths before going
on ... Star Woodard does the
same thing.
Jim Hathcock is standing in
the middle of the floor admiring
Molly's "black" legs ... Hint to
the girls: If your stockings are
missing, try black tempra paint.
Does real well, ask Molly.
Hey, someone! Mimi has lost
her skirt!
Ellen is back at that mirror
again.
Star Woodard can't dress herself, so I have to help her. Can
you imagine that?
Intermission is nearing, and
Sylvia, Beverly, and Lynell are
getting ready to make the fast
changes that will be necessary.
It really is a funny sight.
Everyone running around like
chickens with their heads cut
off.
Diana Bair has just come off
stage, and Sylvia is right behind
her with a costume change coming up.
Everyone comes backstage
during intermission, and there is
definitely a change in the performers. They are no longer
nervous because they know the
play is going to be a success.
Congratulations are in order
for all the members of The
Masquers. From all indications,
they are in for another successful year at Georgia Teachers
College.

Choir, Band to Present
Concert December 13
The ninety-seven voice Philharmonic Choir and sixty-piece
band of Georgia Teachers College will present a concert
Thursday evening, December 13.
The first half of the program
will be under the direction of
Dr. Ronald J. Neil with the
Philharmonic Cfioir. It will be
divided into three sections as
follows:
SACRED: "Ava Maria" with
solo by Joyce Ryan and Sue
Whaley and Gounod's "Sanctus,"
with a solo by Paul Brisendine.
LIGHT: Czech folk song,
"Tradi Nuka" and "Country
Style."
The final selections will be
two choruses from' "Messiah."
The accompanists for the choir
will be Choyce "Doodle" Jackson and Kitty Kelly. The band
will also present a program in
three sections. These will include: Prayer and Dream Pantomime" from'Hansel and Gretel"
by Engelbe.rt Humperdinck and
"Second Suite for Military Band
in F Major" by Gustav Hoist.
This later selection is written
for a concert band, and consists
of English country folk songs.
The songs include "March,"
"Song Without Words
I'll
Love My Love," "Song of the
Blacksmith," and "Fantasia on
the Dargason," complete with
anvil. The English Christmas
song, "Green Seleves," will be
included.
Kiddie
Ballet
by
Ralph
Hermann also divided into sections:
(1) Overture:
Kids playing on the school
grounds—school bell rings—kids
run inside—grounds deserted.
(2) Baby Baptism:
Great doors of church open to
all—quiet organ ushers in
Mother and her child to be baptised—baby cries quietly, slowly building up to loud wails—
embarassed mother picks up her
baby and rushes home.
(3) Strolling the Baby Strolls:
Young nurse with buggy—
stops to gossip with other
nurses—flirts with handsome
policeman—Romance blossoms

and she walks home in a happy
mood—naturally she married
policeman later.
(3) Lullaby for a Naughty
girl:
Very modern mother sings a
bluesy modern lullaby to her
modern
baby—baby
sleeps
through it all.
(5) Cops and Robbers:
All "Kid" cops and robbers
gather for the baily battle on
the
corner lot.
Policeman
ushered in with great fanfare.
A case occurs with the cops
keeping the robbers on the run.
Cops win the battle with
triumph and honor.
(6) Nightmare and Finals:
Three ghostly chords intro-^
duce this nightmare—a chase
beginning quietly with one
boglin—and soon hundreds of
scarey creatures—the mother
rushes in to comfort her dreaming child—the responsibility of
the world to each kid—his future—guided on by the mothers
of the world.

Mr. Rittenhouse
Speaks to Club
Howard Rittenhouse, chief
executive engineer of the Statesboro branch of the Rockwell
Manufacturing Company, was
speaker at the Science Club
meeting last Monday night.
Mr. Rittenhouse stated that
the Statesboro plant was only
one of the many branches of
Rockwell Corporation which has
its executive offices in Pittsburgh, Penn. In discussing the
plant's operation he told of the
varieties and types of meters
which the plant manufacturers,
and the difficulties involved in
filling various orders.
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Rueben
Rosenberg
Department Store

You feel so new and fresh and
good—all over—when you pause
for Coca-Cola. It's sparkling with
quick refreshment... and it's so
oure and wholesome—naturally
friendly to your figure. Let it do
things—good things—for you.

Wearing apparel for the
entire family.
(The home of reasonable prices and high
quality.)

BOTTIED UNDE* AUTHOMTY Of THE COCA-COLA COMPANY BY

Statesboro Coca-Cola Bottling Company
CoW It a registered trademark.

© '»*. THE COCA-COIA COMPANY
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Mrs. Bryant's Kitchen

HOWARD JOHNSON'S

"Where Eating is a Pleasure"

109 North Main St.

—

The College Pharmacy
"Where the Crowds Go"

Statesboro, Ga.

DRUGS—SODAS—COSMETICS

LANDMARK FOR HUNGRY AMERICANS

Statesboro, Georgia
( ) Westero, Ky — ( ) Alabama

(

) Clemson — (

(

) North Carolina

-

For Delicious Foods
EAT AT

—Zenith—

"Our Aim Is to Satisfy Your Hunger"
East Main Street
Statesboro
—
Soperton

TV—RADIOS—RECORD PLAYERS
Repair Shop for TV, Radios and Record Players
COMPLETE SELECTION OF RECORDS
46 East Main Street
Statesboro, Ga.
(

( ) Kentucky — ( ) Temple

STUDENTS!

—Phillips 66 Oil—

Bring Your Dates To

( ) Georgia Teachers College — (

Goodrich Tires and Batteries
—Your A.A.A. Station—
) Notre Dame — ( ) Wisconsin

Students!

Shop the Modern and Convenient Way

Ben Franklin Store

—Your Most Convenient Store—
East Main Street
—
Statesboro, Ga.

Fine Foods — Reasonable Prices

(

( ) St. Louis — ( ) Ohio State

) Mercer

—TEXACO GAS—

'(

Long's Restaurant

"Friendly Courteous Service"
Two Blocks North of College Gate
Statesboro, Georgia

"Your First Station From the College"

) Seattle — ( ) San Francisco

McCall & Son Service Station

) Pittsburgh — ( ) Northwestern

Hagin & Olliff Service Station

Franklin Radio Service

Nic Nac Grill

Phone 4-5421

) Brigham Young — ( ) Michigan State

G. T. C. Basketball Contest
Win $10.00 CASH!
Pick The Winners!

Name

Pick all winners and receive $10.00 cash. If no one gets all the
winners, the person naming the most winners will receive $5.00 in cash
from The George-Anne. In case of ties among contestants, the prize is
equally divided.
1. In each ad on this page you will find two college teams scheduled
to play basketball this week. Check the teams you think will win.
Tie games count against you unless you mark them ties.
2. Mail or bring your entry sheet to the George-Anne, located in the
Public Relations Office, not later than Friday noon of each week.
Letters postmarked on or before this time will be accepted.
3. Members of the George-Anne staff are not eligible to win.

Address (Dormitory for Students)

City and State

Support the Sponsors of This Contest by Visiting Them When You Buy!

Al's Drive-in Steak House

Bulloch County Bank

(OLD SAN-J-NET)
—We Specialize in Steaks, Chops and Chicken—
Aid Conditioned Dining Room — Curb Service
U. S. 301 South

"Service With a Smile"
Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corp.

STUDENTS!

THE DIXIE PIC

For the Best Foods It's

Franklin's Drive-ln Restaurant
At Intersection of Highways 301-80-25
"THE FINEST IN FOODS"
(

) Seton Hall — (

Photo
Service

ANIMALS • CHILD PORTRAITS
WEDDING PICTURES AND ALBUMS

34 East Main Street
(

—

) Illinois — (

Statesboro, Ga.

) Oklahoma

NOTICE! NOTICE!
CHRISTMAS SPECIAL NOW ON
1 8 X 10 GOLDTONE PORTRAIT AND
6 31/2 X 5 — ONLY $4.95

MACK HICKS STUDIO

South Mam St.
(

) Purdue

Phone PO. 4-3421

( ) Mississippi

SHORT ORDERS — PIT-COOKED BAR-B-Q
—Prompt and Courteous Service—
U. S. 301
(

) Niagra

SEE
The Profs
Play
Stetson
Tomorrow
Night

) Julsa. — (

,

) T. C. U.

DQN*T MISS!

Sports News—6:00 p. m.
Radio Ball Room-^8:00 to 9:30 p. m.
Late Date—9:30 to 10:30 p. m.

Radio Station WWNS
1240 ON YOUR DIAL

( ) V. M. I. — (

) Tennessee

The College Grill
College Students and Families
Are Always Welcome
Soft Drinks — Sandwiches — Short Orders
( ) Lafayette — ( ) N. Y. U.

Patronize Your Friendly

Sea Island Bank

For
Safety — Courtesy — Service
Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corp.
( ) Texas — ( ) Oregon

H. P. Jones and Son
Distributors

Gulf Oil Products
Gulf Tires, Tubes, Batteries
Statesboro, Georgia
( ) Army — (

) Lehigh

Bulloch Flower Shop
—PHONE 4-2324—

Inman and Granade Street
"FLOWERS FOR ALL OCCASIONS"
See Our Campus Representatives
Doug Corry — Sam Rogers
( ) Ga. — ( ) South Carolina
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Sports Quiz

Collegeboro, Georgia, Friday, November 30,1956

By Bob Pollak

The George Anne

SPORTS
By

Britt Fayssoux
SPORTS EDITOR

The loss of Garland Campbell from the 1957 Professor basketball squad has called for some fast revamping in the offensive maneuvers of Coach J. B.
Scearce. Campbell was an outstanding all-around ball
player and figured prominently in the plans of this
year's quintet. The offense of the Profs had been geared
to utilize the outstanding scoring ability of Campbell.
He possessed one of the deadliest jump shots in the
game.
Jim Long, a 6' 6" center from Richmond, Va., has
been called upon to move up to the starting five for tomorrow night's opener against Stetson. Don Avery,
regular center, has been moved to forward. Big Jim is
a sophomore with plenty of potential, but he has no
previous varsity experience under his belt. The pressure
will be on Jim and his performance may hold the key to
the success of this year's team.
Coach Scearce considers his 1950 squad to be the
best he has had in his coaching career at G.T.C. Before
the tragic passing of Campbell, the coach had visions of
this year's squad topping the '50 team. The new combination of Long, Avery, Corry, Wallen and Warren
have had only six full practice sessions working as a
team. Just how well they will work together under pressure remains to be seen.
As far as reserve power is concerned the Profs will
be in good shape. Bob Belton, Chester Curry, Howard
Walls, and James Denny are slated to see plenty of action in this capacity.
Last years the Profs were defeated by the "Hatters" in their opening game here. At the close of last
season in the N.A.I.A. tournament we defeated Stetson
and went on to represent this district in the National
Tournament at Kansas City. Coach Dick Moreland's
crew undoubtedly feels that they should have been playing at Kansas City and will be out to prove it tomorrow
night.
An intense rivalry, and two top-notch teams, will
make for some first class entertainment in the new
G.T.C. gym this Saturday night. Basketball fans should
plan to be there at 8 o'clock sharp.

Coach Dick Moreland of Stetson has expressed his
deep regret and that of the Stetson team over the death
of "Hump" Campbell. Coach Moreland stated that his
boys had looked forward to playing on the same court
with "Hump" again. They considered "Hump" to be one
of the finest competitors and one of the best ball
players they had ever met on the hardwood.

1. Associate the following
athletes with the sports in
which they were famous,
(a) Harrison Dillard (b) Jack
Kramer (c) Ralph Kiner
2. Bill Russell, Ail-American basketball player from
San Francisco University was
not the only All-American on
the Dons team. Who was the
other player?

Eagles, Wildcats and Flyers Now
Tied For Intramural League Lead
Cross Country
Race Now Open

Mr. Jess White announced
that the plans been completed
for the Intramural cross-country
3. The St. Louis Browns, run. The race will start at 4:00
now the Baltimore Orioles on Tuesday, December 4th.
The captains of each team
won only one American league pennant. In what year that desires to enter participants
in the event should contact the
did they win the flag?
athletic department as soon as
4. Of the teams listed be- possible. Each team may enter
low, which team is a member as many as five men in the run.
The course will be two miles
of the professional national
basketball
association long starting at the college entrance on 301 and finally finish(N.B.A.)?
ing at the Physical Education
5. Some years ago the Na- Building. A complete diagram of
tional Football League was the course is posted on the bulchallenged by another pro- letain board and each participant
football league. What was the should take a look at it. We
name of this other league?
wouldn't want you to get lost.
Plans have also been. com6. How many home runs
did Mickey Mantle hit during pleted for the girls volleyball
tournament. In the first round
the 1956 season?
the Rebels and Toppers drew
7. What teams played in byes and advanced to the second
round.
the 1948 world series?
On Tuesday, Dec. 4, at 6:30,
Answers on page 8
the Rebels will meet the winner
of the match between the Red
Wings and Blue Jays. At 7:15,
that same night the Toppers
will encounter the winner of
the Tiger-Rocket game.
The winner of these games
will meet in the championship
game on Thursday, Dec. 6, at
7:15. A consolation match will
take place the same night at
6:30.
All contests will be played in
Georgia Teachers College is the old gym. The girls could use
some support so how about
fortunate to have for their fac- coming out to see the matches?
ulty atheletic committee, four
gentlemen with playing and
coaching backgrounds.
Mr. W. S. Hanner, the chairman, played professional baseball, and coached football at
SUNDAY AND MONDAY
Bethel College and the the backDecember 2-3
field at G.T.C. before the sport
was dropped here in 1942. Mr.
Hanner is professor and chairman of the division of exact RICHARD WIDMARj
TREVOR HOWARD]
sciences.
Dr. Fielding Dillard Russell JANE
is professor and chairman of the
division of languages. Dr. Russell was captain of the boxing Released
team at Georgia, and coached United Artists
TSOHNICOLON
THEATRE
the sport at G.T.C. before World
War II.
TUESDAY, DECEMBER 4
Dr. Donald F. Hackett is professor and chairman of the division of fine and practical arts.
Dr. Hackett graduated from the
University of Illinois where he
JIM AND JESS AND
played freshman basketball. He
THE VIRGINIA BOYS
gained his M.E. and D. Ed. from
—8:00 P. M.—
the University of Missouri.
The newest member of the WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 5
committee is Mr. Julian Aubrey —BIG DOUBLE FEATURE—
Pafford, the principal of Pittman
Laboratory School. Mr. Pafford
graduated from Georgia Teachers College where he was a bas—And—
ketball regular for three years.

■

Know How' Is

Typical of G.T.C.
Sports Faculty

GEORGIA

Reddish promptly ran for two
first downs. Then when he
The Black Stallions edged out seemingly was trapped in his
the Clodhoppers in the final own backfield he spotted Sawyer
playoff game on Monday after- deep downfield and passed to
noon by the close score of 14-13. him for a score. But the PAT
The game was marked by long attempt was no good and the
scoring plays and > long gains by Hoppers were behind by one
point, 14 to 13.
both clubs.
In the fourth period the ClodIn the first quarter the Hoppers started to move as Sonny hoppers tried desperately to
Reddish passed to Briggs Tyler move for another score but the
for a first down and ran for Stallions tightened up their deanother first down. However, fense and were successful in
the attack stalled on the next stopping the Hopper attack.
series of plays when Charley Time ran out and the Stallions
Head broke up a fourth down were victorious in the final
pass in the end zone intended playoff game.
for Billy Swan.
Next week's George-Anne will
The Stallions struck back present the Intramural Touch
quickly when Head passed to football all-star team as well
Hugh Belcher for a touchdown. as the championship team of
Mathison grabbed the extra the season.
point to put the Horses out in- As was reported in an earlier
front 7 to 0. The touchdown edition, the whole intramural
was set up when Stallings took program is set up on a points
a pass and ran deep into enemy system. The team that has acterritory. The play covered ap- cumulated the most points will
proximately 50 yards.
be declared the championship
The Clodhoppers had another team. Points will be awarded for
drive going early in the second the regular season standings as
period but Gordon Stallings well as for the playoff results.
intercepted a Hopper pass to Look for your team's results
stall their progress. The Horses in next week's paper along with
couldn't move and punted back the allstar team.
to the Clodhoppers.
Here are the final standings
Reddish and Co. started an- for the regular season:
other drive and this time they
succeeded in scoring. Briggs
Won Lost Pet.
Tyler out-maneuvered the Stal- Eagles
7
2
.777
lions' defensive back and made Wildcats
7
2
.777
a nice catch in the end zone Flyers
7
2
.777
for a touchdown. Then Reddish Cardinals
.666
6
3
fired a pass to his end, John Black Stallions 6
3
.666
Sawyer, for the extra point and Clodhoppers
5
4
.555
the score was tied 7 to 7.
3
6
.333
Colts
With only a few seconds re- Rams
2
7
.222
maining in the first half, Head Teams Dropped 2. 16
.111
passed to Stallings for another
Horses touchdown on a play that
covered 60 yards. Behind good
Engraved
blocking, Hood scored the extra
Wedding Invitations
point putting the Stallions into
And Calling Cards
a 14 to 7 lead at halftime.
STATESBORO LITHO
Midway in the third period,
PRINTING COMPANY
Tyler intercepted a Stallion
43
East Main- -Phone 4-2974
aerial and the Clodhoppers took
over on their own 25-yard line.
By BOB POLLAK

STUDENTS — FACULTY
You're Always Welcome At

On Stage

THE FAIR STORE
Statesboro's Leading Ladies' Store

Tobacco Road

Grapes of Wrath

DRIVE-IN
SUNDAY AND MONDAY
December 2-3

THURSDAY AND FRIDAY
December 6-7
CINEMASCOPE TECHNICOLOR

C.O.D. ORDERS ACCEPTED

SPECIAL STOCKING- 0FFEH!

Man Who Knew
Too Much
A UNIVERSAL-INTERNATIONAI. PICTURE

TUESDAY, DECEMBER 4

Scarlet Hour
WEDNESDAY & THURSDAY
December 5-6

Toy Tiger
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
December 7-8

SATURDAY, DECEMBER 8
20*

Century-Fox
presents

|CINEMASCOPE[

HowToMarry
AMittiOTicitpe

Now put it through that basket...

Niagra

Here's a rare opportunity to get a real' long-lasting supply of-fine
nylon hosiery for far less than you ever imagined! A regular $1.2*
value for only $1.00—plui-a spare. When you buy this package of|
two pairs and two spares, you are actually getting three pairs of fine,
nylon hose. Take advantage of this offer NOW. Clip and mail the
coupon below for fast delivery.

| TECHNICOLOR 1

DENISE HOSIERY .v BOX 227, READING, PA
Please send me two-pain and two spares of Denise Hosiery
For this I am enclosing $2.00.

-And—
' Nome-

City of Badmen
—And—

f^that's Right Ladies! With Every
Two Pair You Get Two Spares,

Size

i. Address.

cb.5to.™sR0CK HUDSON -BARBARA HALE

ftKTHOWY QU1NN RICHARD CARtSOH
-A UKMRSAUNTERKAJKWm. PfCTUKE

\ <:ity_

DENISE HOSIERY

Length

Business Sheer Q
-State-

.:.

Dress Sheer O
□ Beige QToup»

BOX 227. READING. PA.
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The Littlest Professor

Collegeboro, Georgia, Friday, November 30, 1956

By FURMAN BISHER
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Editor's note: The following is a reprint of Furman
Bisher's column in The Atlanta Constitution of November 8,1956. It was reprinted in last year's basketball edition of The George-Anne and we are reprinting it again
this year because we believe it is truly a classic portrait
of G.T.C. Coach J. B. Scearce.
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HOWARD "BO" WARREN and Don Walien are the captains for
this year's "Professor" squad. They perform at the first string
guard positions for the Scearce team. Both boys are seniors and
have played in their present positions for the past three years.
Captains Warren and Walien are considered to be two of the
finest back court men in the South and will have a chance to
prove it tomorrow night against the Stetson "Hatters."

STATESBORO, Nov. 8—In some parts of this
state this is football season. Happy little boys and girls
dash out into the night and shiver willingly in behalf of
the home team. On a Saturday afternoon the more
serious of the devotees follow Georgia or Georgia Tech
to the end of the earth and dispatch rasping, worshipful shrieks, sometimes perfumed with the fragrance of
sour mash, into the cold autumn air.
This type of misguided man is viewed with tolerant
pity in the little suburban annex of Statesboro called
Collegeboro. This fall has passed prettily and unemotionally while the students of Georgia Teachers College
got ahead in their home work.
On Novembep 1, their own particular form of insanity began. The basketball season opened.
On that particular afternoon a little fellow with
Phil Ruzzuto's size: Eddie Cantor's eyes, George Gobel's
hair and Charlie McCarthy's vocal chords whistled a
group of young men into the new and yet undedicated
$300,000 gymnasium at Collegeboro.
"Men," he said in his hoarse tones while he held up
a large round object, "This is a basketball."
That's all they needed to know. They already knew
of J. B. Scearce, and from what they had heard of him
they expected to see him dribbling a basketball around
the campus wherever he went, whatever time of year.
Most of them knew him intimately, for he had brought
them there to play the game. He had brought them
there because basketball is his business and he thought
they were the best players he could get under the conditions that exist.
The conditions chiefly are that G.T.C. is a small
school (of 750) students, geographically positioned out
of the national basketball eye, and only until this new
palace came out of the ground, unequipped to make
more of its ambition. The ambition began when Scearce
arrived from Cumberland College of Kentucky in 1947
to coach the team.
Football Was a Budget Parasite

Pictured here are two of those guys 'that are never seen, but who
play a most important part in the general condition of the team.
On the left is Bobby Teasley, sophomore from Augusta, who is
the team manager. On the right is Jack Miller, senior from Savannah, team trainer. Their contribution is one that cannot be literally
measured.

Professors Raise High Goal
In Recording Playing History
In its comparitively short
history as a four-year college,
G.T.C. has compiled an enviable
record.
Since 1930, with a layoff during World War II, G.T.C. has
won 278 games and lost 116,
for an overall winning percentage of .710.
By contrast with many schools
who move their coaches around
like chessmen, G.T.C. has had
only three head coaches since
1926.
B. L. (Crook) Smith coached
from 1926-1942. George Curko
coached for one year, 1946-47,
when the cake sport was restarted and the incumbent, J.
B. Scearce Jr., came to stay in
September, 1947.
Early
schedules
consisted
largely of junior colleges, church
and industrial teams, and a perennial loss to the Original New
York Celtics, the famous pro
team.
The 1932 team won the Geor-

gia State Conference Basketball
tournament by defeating Young
Harris, 27-19, Georgia Independent College, 44-29, and edging Piedmont College in the
finals, 29-22. Incidentally, this is
the last tournament won by the
Professors.
The same team had an
interesting series with Vienna
High School. This may sound
like a mismatch today, but in
those days Vienna was rough.
In 1928 and 1929 Vienna High
coached by Joe eJnkins, finished
second at the national tournament in Chicago's old Stag
Fieldhouse. His 1932 'Wonder
Five" defeated Middle Georgia
College, G.T.C, A.B.A.C, Brewton-Parker, and Georgia Tech's
freshmen, among others.
Fhseedlf iui cmfw
cvmf
In 1933 the team won 14 and
lost but three, and the two leading scorers were Chester Williams (172) and Ozzie Spears
(122).

Then, as on November 1, he pitched his boys a
round ball and a dribbling hell broke loose. It stops
down here only when the weather gets too hot to live
indoors.
"You play, you play and you play. That's the way
you get to be a basketball player," the little coach said.
"Give them a basketball and they'll play. Keep it locked
up in the equipment room and they'll play something
else."
They locked up the footballs at Georgia Teachers
after the 1941 season. They haven't fielded an intercollegiate team since. They showed improvement in the
football field. The first game the Professors ever played
they lost to South Georgia 0-6. The last game they
played they beat South Georgia 6-0.
They claim another football distinction. They were I'm from Kentucky. You play basketball up there, or
Miami's first opponent in the new Orange Bowl stadium you run for your life. I'm so small I had to do both. It
back in 1937.
seemed to work out pretty good."
They were not, however, strong in financial statistics. Football grew into more of a budget parasite, and
the type of schedule G.T.C: had to play gave the passing
public the impression they were a junior college. When
Santa's still catching 40 winks...but on-their-toes
the war came and they could go quietly, they did.
shoppers are catching big values at our great
^ Samsonite pre-Christmas Jubilee. Come in today and see how peaceful
After the war came Scearce with his basketball
and economical Christmas gift-shopping can be, when you buy the
project. There has been nothing quite like it on the
world's most beautiful and popular luggage, now!
campus since. He is a busy little machine with a pair of
All Streamlite Samsonite cases are beautifully lined with luxurious
hot who puts G.T.C. above all else. His first basketfabrics...have non-tarnishing brass locks that can't pop open accidenball team won 18 and lost 5. His record here is 161-56
tally. And those stunning "better-than-leather" finishes in Samsonite's
an avearge of .766, one of the best 18 in the nation.
modern colors defy bumps and scuffs, wipe clean with a damp cloth.
One of his boys, a six-foot-seven bamboo strip
i
<\
named Chester Webb of Elberton, was all-American on
the Helms Foundation team last year. He should be
again this year. It never happened before to a Georgia
college basketball player.
4*W
Scearce has opened this basketball avenue to any
boy m Georgia, big town, small town, or farm, who
wants to play the game "and go somewhere."
"We have never played in the N.A.I.A. tournament
in Kansas City," he said, "But we will. We've played
six tournaments since I've been here and never finished
worse than second. But we've never finished higher
than second, either. We're going to.
"Some people think all I've got in mind is knocking
off Georgia Tech. That's not it at all. I want to get them
on schedule and I want to beat them, of course, but the
JUNIOR
main thing is I just want to play them. They'll beat us
some, but we'll beat them some, and that's good for
basketball in Georgia."
makes every girl a Golden Girl. Striped perfecScearce came to Georgia in 1937. He grew up in
tion, all asparkle with bright Lurex. Fashion
Bagdad, Ky., halfway between Lexington and Louis$17.50
ville and the L. & N. railroad goes, where his daddy was
flattery in the deep V-neckline and sculptured
the principal of a consolidated school. At Eastern Kenbodice. Gold kid belt at the waistline releases a
took at those other
tucky he was known as the smallest college basketball
Pre-Christmas Jubilee
player m the South. He coached at Norman Junior Colbillow skirt. Goldstriped acetate/crystal/Lurex.
Values!
lege, then at North Georgia and left the state only for
ladies' Wardrobe
$25.00
Sizes 745.
$17.95 war years in the Navy and that one year at Cumberland.
Ladies' O'Nite
$19.50
PRE-CHRISTMAS
When he first came to G.T.C, not more than 25
Hand Wardrobe;
$35.00
VIP Case
$19.50
people were coming out of Statesboro to see his teams
OTHER DORIS DODSON
Man's Two Suiter
$25.00
play..
As
they
played
their
last
in
the
old
shoebox
of
a
Pullman COM
$27.50
JUNIORS FROM $8.95
gym they're giving up, townspeople were scrambling for
Men's Quick Tripper... .$19.50
the 800 seats.
Men's Jowneyer
$27.50
Hot Box
$15.00
The little college trying to balance a football
Hang-It-All Case
$25.00
budget should drop in and watch this little family at
work. "We couldn't buy our uniforms playing football,"
Shop HEARTS First
Scearce said. "Playing basketball we're living pretty
Statesboro, Georgia
good and it seems to please everybody around here.
THAIN CASE

Samsonite

HENRY'S

Jubilee

JtinkmXty,

o« prk*l plu. sjK.it.ng taxM

*
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Coach Scearce Names Newcomers, Returning Squad
Anticipate Successful Season
G.T.C. Varsity Squad
With the 1956-57 basketball season at Georgia Teachers College to begin Saturday night when the Profs play Stetson, Coach
J. B. Scearce announces the varsity squad as follows:
Weight
Hometown
Name
Height
184 Ball Ground, Ga.
Avery, Don
6-5
170 Eustic, Fla.
Belton, Bob
6-2
Cook, Walker
6-1
177 Pineview, Ga.
191 Union Point, Ga.
Corry, Doug
6-5
Curry, Chester
6-2
170 Bypro, Ky.
195 Canton, Ga.
Denny, James
6-4
205 Richmond, Va.
Long, Jim
6-7
175 Somerset, Ky
Massey, Beldy*
6-0
205 Savannah, Ga.
Rush, Ronnie*
.,
6-6
157 Statesboro, Ga.
Rushing, Flanklin
6-3
176 Wheelwright, Ky.
Wallen, Don
5-11
152 Harlan, Ky.
Walls, Howard
5-9
196 Ludowici, Ga.
Warren, Howard
6-0
* Ineligible until December 19, 1956.

Age
21
25
19
21
19
24
21
24
20
19
20
20
21

There are five returning lettermen to the varsity this year.
They are Don Avery, Bob Belton, Doug Corry, Don Wallen, and
Howard (Bo) Warren. The last two men, Wallen and Warren, are
co-captains of the team. With this array of basketball talent,
along with the other fine ball players on the squad, the coaching
staff is expecting this year's team to be one of the best teams
ever at G.T.C.

Profs' Schedule

COACH J. B. SCEARCE is pictured above with his former star
forward, Garland "Humpy" Campbell who was killed in the crash
of Henry L. Clifton's private plane November 21, at approximately
3:25 a. m. Campbell had figured prominently in Coach Scearce's
plans for this year. Playing superb ball during the 1956 season,
Humpy showed great promise of being a prospect for the Helms
Foundation all-American team.

Death of Two G.T.C. Students
Caused by Fatal Plane Crash
Garland Campbell, a student
and basketball player, and Bob
Fuqua, a pre-medical student,
were killed early Wednesday
morning, November 21, in the
crash of a small plane. The
plane was piloted by Henry E.
Clifton of Statesboro who was
also killed in the crash.

Chaperones And
Dance Subjects
For Committee

Mr. Clifton circled the plane
over the Statesboro area desThe regular meeting of the
perately searching for the air- Standards Committee was held
field. Lights from the airport in November in the physical education building. The meeting was
called to order by the chairman, Ellen Blizzard.
Members were given copies
of a letter prepared by Dean
Carroll and Dean Duncan for
distribution to class and club
presidents and faculty sponsors.
The letter pointed out the college requirements about chaperones for Saturday night dances
and stressed the obligations of
!
-ost groups and chaperones toward college regulations on
oases 31-34 in the T-Book. The
letter requested that the names
of chaperones be turned in to
the dean of women by chapel
time, on Monday preceding the
dance.
BOB FUQUA
were on, but the thick fog apparently prevented the plane
from locating the field.
The plane crashed into a pine
thicket to the rear of a house
on U. S. highway 80. and immediately went into flames,
charring the bodies almost beyond recognition. The occupants were identified by rings
and billfolds.
Fuqua was married to a
G.T.C. student, Betty Jo Brown
of Fitzgerald, and Campbell was
married to a former G.T.C. student, Joyce Mitchell of Garden
City.
Enjoy Your Favorite Drink

~m^m

At Our Fountain

DRUG COMPANY

After some discussion about
whether or not the letter
should be extended to include
off-campus activities, it. was decided that some distinction
should be made between recreational and educational class activities and that the proposed
letter cover only Saturday night
activities/ During the discussion
it was brought out that faculty
sponsors are expected to chaperone their group's activities, but
out of courtesy should be contacted by the club or class president or dance chairman. The
letter was approved as presented.
The chairman brought up an
item which appeared in a recent George-Anne to the effect
that Cone Hall had not been
cleaned up after, 'a Saturday
night dance. The group felt that
this was not a general practice
of groups which give' trie dances.
One member asked if the old
gym were used for church on
Sunday. President Henderson

(exhib); Feb. 4, Spring Hill College, here; Feb. 6, Erskine College, here; Feb. 9, Rollins College (home-coming), here; Feb.
11, Stetson University, DeLand,
Fla.; Feb. 14, Newberry College,
Here; Feb. 16, East Tennessee
State College, here; Feb. 23, University of Tampa, here.

Dec. 1, Stetson University,
here; Dec. 3, East Tennessee
State College,. Johnson City,
Tenn.; Dec. 4, Belmont Abbey
College, Belmont, North Carolina; Dec. 8, Mercer University,
here; Dec. 10, Wofford College,
March 1-2, N.A.I.A. District
Spartanburg, S. C; Dec. 12,
David Lipscomb College, here; Tournament, here.
Dec. 14, University of Tampa,
Tampa, Fla.; Dec. 19, Arkansas
State Teachers College, here.
Jan. 5, Wofford College, here;
Jan. 8, Newberry College, Newberry, S. C; Jan. 12, Belmont
Abbey College, here; Jan. 14,
Mercer University, Macon, Ga.;
Jan. 16, Erskine College, Due
West, S. C; Jan. 19, Oglethorpe
University, here; Jan. 24, Quantico Marine Corps School, here
(exhib); Jan. 26, Presbyterian
College, here; Jan. 28, Rollins
College, Winter Park, Fla.; Jan.
31, Presbyterian College, Clinton,
S. C.
Feb. 2, Gibb's A. A. U. here,
stated that it is not and that
groups might feel free to leave
some of their cleaning up until
later; however, the gym should
be cleaned up by beginning of
classes on Monday. The classroom should be clean as it is
used by the Christian Church on
Sundays.
Coach Scearce explained to
the committee the proposed
change in student seating at the
basketball games. There were
several objections voiced to this
plan. It was pointed out that
students felt more a part of the
game if they sat on the floor and
that cheerleading should be difficult if the student section were
in the balcony.
Mr. Scearce expressed appreciation for the G.T.C. student
body attitude and spirit townrc!
guest spectators and players. He
said there needs to be constant
effort to keep spectators off the
playing floor and Coke bottles
out of the gym.
After-game
dances
were
brought up for discussion. The
group was reminded of the
crowds that attended last year
and the disturbances occasioned
by the presence of some high
school and town groups. It was
believed that public announcements made at the games were
largely responsible for the
presence of outsiders.
The group felt that dances
should not be open to all spectators at the games but only
to G.T:C. students and their
friends. Miss Duncan suggested
that all members of the committee observe attendance and
conduct at the first dance, December 1, and that this matter
be given further consideration
at the next meeting.
The chairman referred to the
George-Anne article about linebreaking at the dining hall. All
students agreed that last year's
situation was beginning all pver
again. A motion was passed that
tickets again be used to prevent line-breaking at dinner and
supper. Responsibility for carrying this out was delegated to
the Student Council.

Due to the tragic and unexpected loss of star scorer and
rebounder
Garland
"Hump"
Campbell, Coach J. B. Scearce
will count heavily on newcomers to blend with the returning
veterans to give G.T.C. another
successful season.
Expected to see plenty of action this coming season will be
Chester Curry, a 6' 2" fresman
from Wheelwright, Ky. Chester
attended the same high school
as co-captain Don Wallen. He
will undoubtedly provide district fans with some exciting
moments with his fine shooting
and passing.
Perhaps , the best one-hand
shot on the team will be Beldy
Massev. Beldy is originally from
Kentucky but now m^kes hi«
home in Columbus. Ga. He snent
his freshman year at the Uriversit.v of Kentucky and entere-1
the armv immediately afterward
After his discharge from "the
armv he transferred to Cat^wbCollege in North Carolina where
he was a member of the teim.
This summer he transferred to
G.T.C. Rel^v stands 6' 6" till
is twenty-four years old and
married.
James Denney, Alias "Peabody," will be another newcomer to this year's sqund although he attended school here
in 1953-54. Jim went to Canton
High School and was an allstate center at Brewton-Parker
Junior College. After the 1953-

54 season he entered the army
and was discharged this past
year. Jim stands 6' 4", is a
senior and twenty-four years
old.
The big man of the newcomers will be Ronnie Rush, a
6' 6" sophomore from Savannah. Ronnie came to G.T.C.
from Commercial High School
but dorpped out of school at the
end of his first quarter. He then
entered Brewton-Parker where
he also became an all-state
junior college center. After he
becomes eligible at the end of
this quarter, Coach Scearce will
probably use him at forward to
give the team additional rebounding strength.
Team manager, Cary Moore,
figures in next year's basketball plans. Cary is a transfer
student from Mercer University where he was an outstanding
performer.
Coach
Scearce decided to sit Cary out
for a year since he wouldn't
become eligible until February.''
Moore is 6' 2" tall and is an
exceptionally good drive-in shot.
PSY. 201 TO TAKE TRIPDr. Knowlton's phvchology
201 class will go to Milledgeville Wednesday. December 5, to
visit the Georgia State Mental
Hospital.
Departure time is 7. a. m. The
group of fifty will return late
Wednesday night.

GOING UP FOR THE BALL are the three tallest men on the 1956-57 squad. Ronnie Rush, 205
pounds from Savannah and 6-7, is equally matched by Jim Long, Richmond, Va. Don Avery had
experience with the team last year, coming here from Brewton Parker College. Ronnie comes to
the team this year from Brewton Parker. Watch these three for action. They will see plenty of it.
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By KENNY GIDDENS

IN MEMORIAM

Vet's Comer

By DAVID BEECHER
"For when that one great
scorer comes to write against
' your name—He marks not
whether you won or lost but
how you played the game."
—Grantland Rice.
This is an appropriate testimonial to the lives of our
President, Hump Campbell,
and past president, Bob
Fuqua. I should like to dedicate this week's article in
memory of and in appreciation
of the fellowship and leadership that we have enjoyed in
our association with these two
fellow veterans. On behalf of
the Veterans Club I would like
to express our heartfelt sympathy and condolences to the
loved ones and friends of Bob
and Hump.

Ger. Club Has
Shrimp Supper
Instead of a traditional Christmas party, the German 102 class
section of the G.T.C. German
Club gave itself a shrimp supper affair at Martin's Pond last
Tuesday evening.'
Cooks from the German class
included Lucy Melton, Barbara
Kotal, Janell Cobb, Dorothy
Payne, and Liz Morgan.
Dr. Zoltan Farkas and his
daughter, Agnes, were in attendance and added to the suc' cess of the party by supplying

Well, here it is! Ye olde
column back in the paper after
being out for the Thanksgiving
holidays. Hope all you cats and
kittens had a wonderful weekend stuffing turkey and bopping
the blues.
Say, have any of you seen the
latest in theatre? If you don't
dig me it's Elvis Presley's first
and only, performance in the
movie of "Love Me Tender."
They say that it is really great.
Presley portrays the youngest
of four brothers and gets involved in a triangle love affair.
All you Presley fans keep watching the bollboards for this movie
and be sure to see it when it
comes.
If any of you college students
are looking for love just go to
Fats Domino's "Blueberry Hill."
Can't tell about you, but it sure
worked for him. He is now
among the top rock 'n roll singers of the nation.
Speaking of rock 'n roll, the
top rock 'n roll singers around
the nation today is Elvis Presley.
Presley rolled over Pat Boone
by two votes which means that
Pat Boone holds the number
two spot in the rock 'n roll
field today.
Listening to the Hit Parade
the top songs up-to-date are:
"Love Me Tender," "Blueberry
Hill," "Green Door," "Lonely
Avenue," "Walking In the Rain,"
"Don't Be Cruel," "Someone to
Love," "Love Me," and "Singing
the Blues."

Goes Off Very Successfully

Industrial Arts Club Builds
Toy Horses for Stocking Fund
The Industrial Arts Club held
its most productive meeting last
Tuesday, November 27. To begin with there was a short business meeting followed by a
wiener roast using the forge fire
back of the LA. building.
Then, working in a true
Christian spirit, the fifteen members present joined together in
a mass production assembly line
to turn out toys. With some of
them sawing, some boring holes,
and some filing, about forty-five
stick hobby horses were the result. The object in building these
horses is to create ah empty
stocking fund for needy children in the Statesboro area.
They will be turned over to a
civic organization in town for
distribution. The LA. Club
wishes to express its appreciation to Webb's Cabinet Shop
for the donation of the needed
materials.
Also, the club asks that if
anyone who has any old or discarded toys, or if they know
where they can get some, they
are urged to contact some LA.
member. These toys will be refinished and repaired and also
added to the stocking fund.

By JOYCE JACKSON

Little Theatre
To Present Play
On December 6
"Well—A letter. Pinch me to see if I'm dreaming"

View of G.T.C. in Year 2000
Bv 'Ye Olde Time Machine'
By BOB SPELL

Greetings to all you hep-cats,
and other such salutations! If
you'll just hop into my gas buggy we'll take a spin. In case
you didn't glimpse the sign as
you entered it said "Ye Olde
Time Machine." This week we're
going to hop up a few years
and see .what G.T.C. will be
like in the yar 200,0.
Now just relax and take a
deep breath. We'll be there in
some of Mrs. Farkas 'famous a moment and I'll gladly be your
cream puffs.
personal guide
Seventeen students attended
around the
the Thanksgiving - Christmas
campus. Ah,
party.
we're begining
to slow down
now. If you'll
look out this
tiny window
you can see
the metropolis
of Statesboro.
It sure has
round up some old, warm
changed
a
lot
since
1956, but it
clothes for the freedom fighters.
The campaign to collect always did keep up with modern
clothing
and
money
was times.
originally scheduled to end this
Here we are at the gate. NoFriday, however, a number of
tice that the road is completely
students forgot about the movement in the excitement of the gone and that a super plastic
holidays, and requested another speedway is in its place to rechance to bring clothes from ceive all the space ships.
home, so the deadline has been
If you will look to your left
moved up to next Monday.
Large cardboard boxes have you will see a typical young
Been placed in the lobby of couple strolling along using their
each dorm for the clothes, ultracromine shoes. Those are
while Robert Gore, Jack God- the shoes that are self-propelfrey, and Joan East are going ling and people no longer have
all over campus collecting
to tire themselves out walking
money for the people who are
around all the time. They are
being given credit by some
very simple to operate, just by
political experts for fighting our
flicking a button with your big
All students are urged to make
every effort to cooperate with toe.
Deluxe Dormitory
the current drive.
Now this is the place where
Lewis Hall used to be. It was
replaced years ago by this new
super-deluxe woman's dormitory that houses over a thousand
students.
Of course East and West Halls
have long been out of the picThe I.A. extends a cordial in- ture. Instead of East Hall we
vitation to any interested stu- now see a lovely municipal
dents, whether I.A. majors or bubble which covers the area
not, to unite with the organiza- formerly occupied by the administration building. Would
tion.
you like to tour this building?
Please step on this rotary
belt that will carry us throughout the building. On your right
is the administration office
where the faculty check the new
students and select their courses
A Christmas design by Bob of interest. As we turn the next
Spell was selected by a faculty
corner you will see the developcommittee last week for the ing lab where all of the courses
cover of the Alumni Quarterly.
are arranged.
Designs were submitted by the
By the way, I haven't told
two-dimensional design class.
you yet that students do not
Other ranking cover designs buy books any more. When they
were by Mrs. Lorene V. Clower,
pay their tuition they receive
Ronnie Clark, and Pat Harkle- three pills. Each one is for a
road.
course they will take during the
The class used geometric quarter. The pill will metabolize
shapes as a basic pattern in the ignorant sections of the
creating their designs under the brain and replace . it with a
direction of Miss Frieda Gerj thorough knowledge of the subnant. Members of the class in- ject.
clude: Bob Byrd, Charlie Harper,
Teachers Advise
By now, you must be wonderMary Ann Lambert, Mary McNorrill, Shirley Gnann, Uldine ing what are teachers doing
Shuman, Sue Seltzer, Pat Robin- here. Well, you see, the teachson, Shirley Hodges, Ronnie ers are here to show the stuClark, Pat Harkleroad, Mrs. L. V. dents how to put the knowledge
they have to work. Throughout
Clower and Bob Spell.

'Aid to Hungarians' Drive
G.T.C. students have shown
their appreciation for the freedom-seeking Hungarians by going all out in the current campaign to "Aid the Hungarians."
Spurred on by a special com- mittee of sympathetic students
from the International Relations
Club the social science department in general, the student
body donated nearly 100 pounds
of clothing for the homeless
refugees during the first two
days ,of the drive. Monetary collections during this time totaled
around $50 for these two days.
According to the committee,
which is headed by Pete O'Millian, there has been wonderful
response from everyone, and the
sponsoring group hopes many
students who have not already
donated something will take the
opportunity this weekend to

Campus Column

Spell's Design

To Grace Cover

time no one has ever come up
to the solution to that problem.
You will notice the rotary belt
is climbing. On the other floors
are class rooms and experiment
stations. Since our time is
limited, I suggest we tour one of
the dormitories.
This building is the one that
was formerly Sanford and Cone
halls. It has been replaced with
a gigantic home for all the boys.
Now if you ladies will be open
minded I'm sure your feelings
will not be hurt.
This room is the lounge and
recreational room for the young
spacemen. Most of the equipment is inside the walls and to
use the material you punch one
of those buttons in that panel
over there.
As we pass down the hall you
will notice the unusual doors.
We may not see into the rooms
but the doors allow whomever
is inside to see out. The same
thing applies to the wall that
faces the outside of the building. I bet you are wondering
why there aren't any windows
here. The building is electrically
controlled so that the proper
temperature and air freshness is
maintained at all times.
Robot Does Work
Each room is equipped with
an automatic robot that shines
shoes, cleans the room, and does
other jobs that we find so tiresome back in our time.
Ye gads, look at the time!
We've got to rush or the time
machine will return to our
century without us. We can't
stay here because this is not
our age. The people we have
seen here haven't seen us because we do not belong in the
year 2000.
Let's see, are we all present
and accounted for? Okay, I'm
going to press this button that
will take us back home. No
doubt you're all saying that we
were born in the wrong era, but
we have a lot of advantages that
they don't have. And do you
know one thing they are still
trying to get approved? The
student center!

The Statesboro Little Theatre
will present a three act comedy,
"The Women," in the G.T.C.
auditorium next Thursday night,
December 6, at 8:15 p. m. Admission for students is 50 cents.
The play has been produced
as a successful Broadway production, motion picture, and TV
hit. It is the story of a young
woman's trip on the rocky road
to Reno and of her "friends"
and their advice and examples.
A hilarious satire on the affairs
of women, the play was written
by Clare Boothe Luce, wife of
the publisher of "Life" and
"Time."
Of interest to students will
be the appearance of Mary
Henderson as Mrs. Stephen
Haines, the woman on the way
to Reno; Mrs. J. Brantley Sr., as
the slightly inebriated Countess
de Lage; Miss Frieda Gernant
as Nancy, the witty and intellectual authoress; Mrs. Roy
Powell as the jealous Swedish
cook; Margaret Ann Dekle as
Crystal Allen, the "other woman"; Sue Whaley as Peggy, the
innocent young bride; Virginia
Morrison as the cynical Miriam.
Other students having parts are
Jean Holmes, Barbara Williams,
Bobby Butler, Ann Waters, Jean
Hightower, Judith Rittenhouse,
Martha Haun, Jan Epps, Martha
Rawls Parrish, Joyce Rahn Durham, Barbara Faulk, Miss Betty
Lane and Miss Jane Martin are
appearing in minor roles.

Everyone else may have had
a holiday, but I think cupid must
have worked overtime the past
weekend. First I'll tell you the
ones that are going steady. Jane
Jackson is wearing the class
ring of Aubrey Highsmith.
Sandra Glisson is going steady
with a boy from her home town,
Claxton, Kitty Wingate is wearing the engagement ring given
by "her" Jimmy who is attending Gordon Military Academy.
It seems that these home-town
boys are really on the ball
'cause Sally Ruark received a
diamond from her boy friend in
Macon. I'm glad to see that two
boys on campus aren't letting
the hometown boys get ahead
of them. Ninivois Craft presented Billie Kitchens with a
beautiful sparkler during the
holidays. Also Wilma Ricketson
was given a diamond by Cecil
Hanner. And Sara Cunnard announced that she became Mrs.
Britt Fayssoux in September.
Congratulations and best wishes
to all of you. And a reminder
to all the girls who weren't
quite so lucky this time—only
thirty-one more shopping days
before leap year is over!
This has really been a busy
week, hasn't it. It seemed that
all the teachers wanted term
papers, and reports, and outside
readings and then got in the
mood for giving tests.
Miss Few's prediction about
the play was right. I'm sure
everyone enjoyed the production
and we feel very proud of the
Masquers. I'd like to say a word
of appreciation for the stage
crew, and those who worked
in that line. The actors were
wonderful but the play couldn't
have gone without the "workers
behind the scenes."

Broucek, Hooley
Concert Artists
Jack Broucek and Daniel
Hooley, duo-pianists, were assisting artists for the concert by
the Savannah Symphony Orchestra, given in Savannah Wednesday evening, November 28, at
8:30 p. m.
Broucek and Hooley, associate
professors of music at G.T.C,
have presented duo-piano recitals at this college since they
first formed the two-piano team
three years ago.
This is the secoand appearance
of the musicians in Savannah,
the first coming last year when
they appeared before the state
convention of the Georgia
Federation of Women's Clubs.
ANSWERS TO SPORTS QUIZ
1. Harrison Dillard, track:
Jack Kramer, tennis; Ralph
Kiner, baseball.
2. K. C. Jones.
3. 1944.
4. Rochester Royals.
5. All-American Conference.
6. 51.
7. Boston Braves-Cleveland
Indians.

Cast of 'Summer and Smoke
Commended for Performance
By JANE WILLIAMS
Diana Bair's "air-swallowing"
performance in "Summer and
Smoke" was excellent. She portrayed Miss Alma, a strait-laced,
neurotic spinster tormented by
the age-old love for John Buchanan, roguish degenerate son
of the local doctor.
The role of John Buchanan
was played by Mike Lowery. He
displayed beautifully the emotions of a confused young man
sunk in demoralization, and the
sudden transformation of character. He was, however, a much
better sinner than saint.
Star Woodard was delight-

Hi fellow students,
It seems like ages since. I've
written a column and so much
has happened since then that
it seems that I have heaps of
gossip to tell you.

And Saturday night is that
long awaited ball game! I hope
that you will all be there to
cheer our team on to victory
and I also hope you will remember that the coach asked us not
to clutter up our section of the
gym with coats and things that
take up unnecessary room.
Saturday the F.T.A. district
workshop is being held on
campus and all students who
are interested are invited to attend. The general session begins at 9:30 in the auditorium
of the Marvin Pittman School.
!

Also the play, "The Women,"
produced by the Statesboro
Little Theatre will be presented
December 6 in McCroan Auditorium. Be sure and make plans
to attend. I'll be seeing you
around.

We Develop Film

THROTTI
STATE

ful as the naive daughter of the Closed Monday thru Thursday
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One would hesitate to say
that Molly Williams, as Miss
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Alma's mad mother, "stole"
every scene in which she apDecember 7-8
peared. Miss Williams simply, by
her very presence on the stage,
took command of what seemed
to be rightfully hers. Hers was
a superb performance.
The staging for the play was
most impressive. The sets were
—And—
beautifully done, and the effect,
with the lighting, was very good.
Orchids to Miss Dorothy Few
for her splendid direction!
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